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Boston TD party
..,

UCF Football heads north to face the
Boston College Eagles -SEESPORTS,A7
Technolog

NEED INFO?
DOTHE
Yotfre in a barwith a group of friends
wh an argument breaks out about
Neil iamond's age.You can ask themobile arch engine ChaCha and the
answ rsent to your cell phone will
settle t debate:"Neil Diamond is 67
years ol "When ChaCha launched its
,text messaging service in January, it
paired h~man
employees with
technology- a
method that
has won the
company
several
awards.

Internet

~0 MU~IC VIDEO

The life story of being transgender
Speakers talk alx>ut the conflict ofbeing different
MELISSA CHADBOURNE

to male.
Hovanec has worked in the
UCF library for 12 years.
The Gay, Lesbian and
After a brief personal
Bisexual Student Union introduction by Baker, Hov· switched things up with a . anec read a poem about her
transgender panel Tuesday.
trials and tribulations of livThe panel featured Davina ing in the wrong body. The
Hovanec, a post-operation poem took attendees through
male-to-female, along with her journey of confusion,
her roommate Riley Scott and attempted suicides and her
Valencia student Lesson eventual trip to Trinidad, ColBaker, both undergoing orado, to undergo surgery to
testosterone treatments for become female.
.
their transition from female
Not long after the surgery,
Staff Writer

UCF

Hovanec was diagnosed with
Hodgkin's lymphoma, and
underwent chemotherapy
treatments.
Scott opened with a similar poem about his childhood
under the watchful eye of his .
mother.
.
The poem, titled "Satin
Shackles," looked into .the
heavily placed gender stereotypes he endured throughout
his life before finally making
PLEASE SEE

MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL FLO~IDA FUTURE

Riley Scott, Davina Hovanec and Lesson Baker - all transgender - speak Tuesday to
attendees of the GLBSU weekly-meeting about their lives and the struggles they've faced.

SPEAKERS ON A6

More

Kickin' it old school - with COOKIES!

..
REQUIRED donors
.

~

When Ludaais' manager wanted to
create buzz for his dient's upcoming CD,
he.went directly to YouTube.com.
Though YouTube is known as the
Internet's greatest video warehouse, it's
becoming known as the place to find
new music, no video needed. Put in the
name of your favorite artist and there's a
chance that besides an assortment of
their videos, ymlll find a song.

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
· UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUNDCAMPUS,A2

UNC-CHAPEL HILL
FACULTY MEMBER
TO HOST LECTURE TODAY
Louis Perez, a faculty member at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
' Hill will give a lecture today from 1:30
p.m. to 2:30 in Business Administration
Room 121. The lecture is co-sponsored
by the History Department.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

REPUBLICAN VICE
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEE
TO VISIT FLORIDA
Republican Vice Presidential nominee
Sarah Palin will make her first visit to
Florida on Sunday.John McCain's
running mate will hold a rally at The
Villages, a large retirement
community one hour north of
Orlando.
..:

.

NATION & WORLD, A4

FOREIGN MINISTER
WINS TIGHT RACE
FOR GOVERNING PARTY
Israel'sforeign ministerTzipi Livni eked
· out a victory Thursday in a surprisingly
tight race to replace Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert as head of the governing
party, and putting her in position to
become the country's leader.
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Donors produce .

$11Kfor candidates

UCF looks at som~ .
applicants, not all

MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff writer

Twenty-four individuals
from UCF have donated a total
of $ll,767 to presidential candidates in 2008, and Democrats
are getting the most dollars
from UCF's students, faculty
and staff
·
Barack Obama and Democrats overall pulled the most
money - a total of $8,878 - ·
while former
candidate
Ron
Paul
and
the
Republicans
came
~ in
· behind, with
$2,889. John See visually how
McCain has donations are
not received broken down
any money
PLEASE SEE A5
from donors
tied to UCF.
"Ironically, •some people
are maybe more motivated
because they trunk things are
going bad and they want to
·help change it -whatever that ·
means," said Roger Handberg,
political science department's
chairman and pre-law adviser.
"It may mean send the money
to McCain or send the money:
. to Obama [Donors] may be
motivated enough if they're
really outraged enough to
make a contribution." .
According to the records
found through a search ofWeb
sites that track political contributions, and students, donated
to Democrat presidential candidates; 24 percent donated to
Republican presidential candidates.
However, if a candidate
receiyed less than $200 from
an mdividual donor, the
amount was not recorded on
the record search.
Candidates receiving dona1 tions were Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., ~ John Edwards,
D-N.C., Former Mayor Rudy
G~uliani, R-N.Y., Rep. Dennis
Kucinicb. D-Ohio, Obama, DIll, and Ron Paul. R.!J'exas.
Two Web sites were used
to track down the UCF donors:
OpenSecrets.org, because it is
non-partisan, and Fundrace at
Huffmgton Post, because it
geographically identifies the
donors and includes donations
that were matched.
"Campaigns are supposed
to make their 'best effort' to
PLEASESEE

RON PAUL ON A5

STEFANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

-
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Cookie Monster kicks it up a notch Thursday night during Sesame Street Live:'When Elmo Grows Up' at the UCF Arena. Cookie
Monster, Elmo, Big Bird, Bert and Ernie and the gang practiced what they wanted to be when they grow up, from Bert wanting to
be a forest ranger to Telly wanting to be a cowboy and Elmo thinking about becoming a weather monster. The group will perfonn
the show today at 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m., tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. and Sunday at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. at the UCF Arena•.

Almost 10 percent of colleges now require students to
submit to background checks
before they can live on campus
to increase the safety of college
housing.
UCF, however, does not
check a student's background
tu;tless the student indicates a
criminal history on his or her
admissions application.
According to a press release
by Elizabeth Bloch of Certified
Background, the leading
provider of student background checks in the nation,
colleges have increased back. ground checks due to incidents
resulting in deadly violence on
campus such as Vu-ginia Tech.
Bloch said that schools are real. izing how hazardous it is to
allow potentially dangerous
students to live with others in
school-sanctioned housing.
UCF does not have a formal
process for background-checking students before they move
into campus housing. According to UCF News & Information, however, every applicant
is required t-0 tell the univsersity ofany criminal history when
they apply.
UCF officials say they value
its students' safety.
PLEASE SEE
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Junior A(.m.eyement wins $25K award
MEGAN GARARD
Contributing Writer

The Junior Achievement
partnership with UCF won a
$25,000 MetLife Foundation
Entrepreneurial Award for the
second year in a row at the
annual World Leadership Conference for Junior Achievement.
Junior Achievement is a
nonprofit organization that
teaches economics to gradeschool students through community volunteers who go into
classrooms and teach a gradeappropriate economics unit to
schoolchildren.
The award recognizes programs designed by a JA area
office that can be successfully

COURTESY KEllY ASTRO

Angela Speroni works with students through the Junior Achievement last spring. The
Junior Achievement UCF coalition won a $25,000 award for the second straight year.

recreated by other JA programs throughout no coun-

tries.
"Only eight JA are a pro-

grams around the world
rece ive this award; It really
makes JA of Central Florida
and UCF stand out among
many," Junior Achievement
Central Florida-Orlando President Gary Blanchette said "It
also tells other JA areas that
universities are a great place to
find future leaders and volunteers to teach JA in the classroom."
Blanchette said that the
money
the
partnership
received from the award will
be used to help them expand
the program at UCFand help
to purchase some of their
materials.
During the early 1990s,
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices far
the UCF commzmity

Designer jean sale starts Friday
Kappa Alpha Theta will host
its annual Charity Denim
designer jean sale today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Fairwinds
Alumni Center.
For more information. contact Katie Bantz at 502-550-8183
or
e-mail
thetaucfservicechar@yahoo.com.

UNC faadty member to give lecture
Louis Perez, a faculty member at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill will give
a lecture today from 1:30 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. in Business Administration Room 121
The lecture is co-sponsored
by the History Department, the
4th UCF Latin American Cultural Festival of Orlando and the
Latin American. Caribbean and
Latino Studies program.
For more information, contact Guadalupe Garcia at 407823-6420 or e-mail latinamerica@maiLucf.edu.

Victim Services looking for interns
Victim Services is hosting an
open house today from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the University Tower
Building Suite 450.
Victim Services is looking for
interns, volunteers, work-study
and service learning students for
the spring 2009 semester.
For more information. contact LaShawn Rivera at 407-8236333
or
e-mail
larivera@mailucf.edu.

UCF PD to host car wash
The· UCF Police Department
will host a car wash tomorrow
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the CVS
at Lake Underhill and Alafaya
'Thill.
Donations benefit the SelfDefense Awareness Exchange.
For more information. contact Charlotte Hewkin at 407or
e-mail
823-4747
chewkin@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Republican vice president hopeful
to visit Florida on Sunday
THE VILLAGES - Republican Vice Presidential nominee
Sarah Palin will make her first
campaign visit to Florida on
Sunday.
John McCain's running mate
will hold a rally at The Villages,
a large retirement community
one hour north of Orlando.
Palin's visit comes one day
after Democratic presidential
hopeful Barack Obama campaigns in the state.
Toe campaign activity in the
Sunshine State is a sign of how
important Florida is in the
November election.
Obama's running mate, Joe
Biden, visited Florida earlier this
month, and GOP presidential
candidate John McCain was in
the state for two days this week.

FWC adopts new rules for residents
with reptiles not native to Florida
TALLAHASSEE Residents who own reptiles that are
not native to Florida can now
give up their pets without facing
a penalty - instead of releasing
them into the Everglades.
Toe Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission· said
in a statement Thursday that
releasing exotic animals - such
as iguanas and pythons - is a
«significant pathway for the
introduction of nonnative
species." Plus, it's illegal
The commission adopted the
new rules Wednesday that set
up a series ofpet amnesty events
so pet owners can surrender
their unwanted pets instead of
illegally releasing them.
The next amnesty day event
will be held at the Jacksonville
Zoo on Nov. 22. Another one
will take place in :Miami in early
2009.
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Students practice medical skills in
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News Editor
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Online News Editor

Contributing Writer
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Online.CFF@gmailcom

For the past 10 years, UCFs pre-med American Medical Student Association
students have sought out to help not only their communities, but rountries around the
world by embarking on trips around the globe to give medical attention to citiz.ens in need
The trips include visits to third-world rountries such as Panama, Peru and Honduras. F.ach trip
ronsists of about 15 students and a foreign outreach director hired by AMSA Another organization, International Medical Outreach, joined withAMSA to start the tradition.
AMSA is a national organization that most medical schools and pre-med schools partidpate in. Toe goal of each pre-med AMSA is to prepare the pre-med students to
become good candidates for medical schools. The organiz.ation participates in pbilanthropy,fundraisingandsupportforthe students involved. UCFsAMSAexpectsnearly 400 members for this yeai:
·
. ''My goal for AMSA is for every member to rontribute to their immediate and
international community in a positive
Dana Marie Mandzilc, AMSA
president, said
·
In August, UCF students and AMSA members Brittany Harrington and
Dan Razzano went with other students and physicians to Honduras.
'The 1aJ:gest culture shock was their general happiness despite their siinple ronditions," Razzano said
During the visit to Honduras, the students banded out toothbrushes to
children and taught them how to brush their
teeth
Harrington said that their primary role as
students in Honduras was to find out what the
people needed.in tenns ofmedical care. He said
they went out into the communities and surveyed people about what they believe their
main h~th care problems are. The students
also took blood pressures and screened children
for malnutrition.
·
Another destination was Peru, where Harrington wore her clown nose and passed out
treats for the children along with the other students.
The students on the trip stayed with a local
fumily, where the grandmother ofthe residence
cooked three meals a day. The vqlunteers also
visited an orphanage and danced and played
with the children, and went to a school for special needs children and assisted in teaching
them for a day.
'
''We try to do a lot of rommunity outreach,"
Harrington said
Harrington said her favorite experience of
the trips was when she helped clean off a newborn and present the baby to the mother. ·
AMSA'.s treasurer, Angela Martinez, joined
Village Volunteers - not associated with UCF
-which allowed her to travel to Ghana where
she resided for six weeks in the village of
Atorkor. Martinez explained that instead of
physicians and nurses looking at ''worst-case
scenarios'' like doctors do in the U.S., they look
at "best-case scenarios."
·
·
Village Volunteers, according to their Web
site, is a non-profit rnwinization that worlG with
rural-'Village and capacity-building programs to
support the development of sustainable solutions for community survival, education and
growth.
One ofher experiencesinvolveda~-old
boy who fell out of a tree and did not receive
immediate medical attention. Martinez and her
group urged the mother to take the child to the
nearby medical center; where the nurse told the
motherthatifthe boy did not recover after a few
days, it was crucial to take him to the hospital 40
COURTESY AMSA I CENTRAl FWRJDA FUTURE
minutes away. The mother did not take her
Top: Angela Martinez, treasurer ofthe American Student Medical Association, receives smiles and
child to the hospital, and be passed away a few hugs from children in Ghana. Bottom: AMSA member Dan Razzano listens to the heartbeat of a

manner:'

dayslatei:

While health care is widely acressible in the
US., it is different in countries such as Hon-
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"There is no such thing as health care in Hondura.5," Harrington said "Where we went, it VY3S very primitive. Some ofthe
natives have to make a two-<lay hike just to get to the hospital"
·
One ofthe major differences described about the hospital setting was that instead ofwearing booties, the physicians there
would find trash bags or anything thing else to cover their feet Harrington said that reg;u:dles.s ofthese differeoces, the doctors
there still get the job done.
What am:m:rl the student volunteers was how many ronditions people faced that are.not as cormnonin the US, including
leukemia, hypertension and hydrocephalus, also known as ''wdter in the brain." C.erebrospinal fluirl ao::uun dates in the cavities
ofthe brain, which in tmn leads to internal pie$11Ie :from the skull and can cause meotal. disabilities. Harrington explained that
many procedures are often perfonned in these COUD1ries that would be unacceptab]e in the US.
InPanama, studentvohmteers setup aclinicinoneofthelocal rommunity ce:aters that offered free healthcare. Uponarrival,
the clinic was pre-constructed with what was described as "paper-thin" curtains separating each rmit. Despite the trials and
tribulations, the students and physicians said they cared for about 2,500 patients in three days.
Upon ref1ecring rm their visit, the students :tll said they shared in mmmon the enjoyment ofseeing bow close-kmt families •
were in these countries.
Rarnnosaid that the families did not seem to envy .American lifest:yJe; they simply enjoy file and make the best oftheirsit-

IGHTLY

•

Whitney Hamrickx214

~

Today

•

girl in Honduras. Medical students visitThird World countries as part of their training.

TAMPA - The U.S. Marshals Service is expected to

..
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US.Marshals expected to announce
apprehension of2,000 fugitives
announce the apprehension of
more than 2,000 fugitives wanted for vi ent crimes throughout
Florida
The captured suspects were
wanted for everything from
assault and battery to murder.
Officials say several of the fugitives were located out ofstate. as
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from you. If you have a club,
~ or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
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are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition. 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition. and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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Innovation club nurtures student entrepreneurs
JEN GLANn

The UCF Innovation Club:
From left, Mohammid Zubair
(VP of Student Relations),
Himanshu Pagey (CEO),
Mukund lyenga,Antoniya
Petkova (VP of Industrial
Relations), and Rosa Endso.
The UCF Innovation dub is
'students helping students'
get business ideas from the
research labs and into
practice.

Staff Writer

UCF student entrepreneurs now have a place to
go to help jumpstart their
technological ideas and
make them become a reality.
The Innovation Club at
UCF, that began this past
summer, aims to help students commercialize their
research and ideas and
transform them
into
money-making businesses.
"If a student has an idea
that regards technology and
they want to start up a company and commercialize it,
they come to us and we
focus on their ideas to help
them," Mohammad Ahmad,
a computel'. engineering
doctoral student and vice
pres_ident of student relations for the club, said.
The club allows students research labs into the
·to work with other students industry.
in t1'eir field to share ideas,
"There is a large . gap
tips and to make their ideas between industry and
become a reality.
research labs and we want
"... ~ s club is. basically to t,a ke the opportunity to
stude1'ts helping students," bridge that gap," Petkova
Himanshu Pagey, CEO and said. "That's what this club
founder of the Innovation ·is about: communication
Club, said.
with entrepreneurs."
Pagey, a computer sciPetkova looks forward to ·
ence doctoral student, start- having UCF alumni come
ed the club with two of his into the club meetings to
friends because they felt speak about companies
they had innovative ideas th!'!y started up, as well as to
that they needed advice and help them through teaching
help with,
workshops on how to mar"Students come to us and ket your product and be
say1 this is what we are successful with it.
·developing in the research
"UCF has other entrelabs, but we have no idea preneur clubs, 1;,ut we are a
how to transform it into a · club that is completely techbusiness or how to raise nology related,'' Pagey said.
money and market .this 'We want to take technoloproduct," Pagey said..
gy out of the research l~bs
The Innovation Club has and into the real world and
built a relationship with the products. UCF did not have
UCF Venture Lab, a place this, an:d we are taking the
on' campus that offers busi- first step."
ness advising to students,
· The lnnovat.ion Club is
faculty and local entrepre- modeled after. similar clubs
neurs.
at Stanford and MI"I:. They
"They have a lot of have about 26 members but
resources we can use, like if are looking to recruiting
we needed to find a CEO for more in the next few weeks
a company we created, they ofschool.
can help us find one,''·Pagey
The goal of the club for
said. "If we want to do mar- this semester is to prepare
ket research they ·will help students for the Ideas Comus and we take the students petition that will be held on
there."
Nov. 14 at the Fairwinds
Pagey recognizes the Al].lIDili Center.
importance of learning
"We will be having a
from your peers and feels it competition for students to
is an important reason the build a small business idea,
club works well.
and then we will judge it for
"We have ideas ourselves cash prizes at the event,"
but do notknow the entire Pagey said.
process of starting ' up a
Pagey
hope~
that
company based on those through this club UCF will
ideas,'' Pagey said. "So, if we be able to produce that one
can help someone else .with business that will bring lots
the process, we can help of benefits to the UCF area.
ourselves learn the process
"We are looking for one
wach and every step."
company that can stimulate
Antoniya Petkova, . a huge .economic activity in
computer science doctoral the UCF area and can bring
student and vice president jobs and research dollars to
of industry relations for the the UCF area," Pagey said.
club, said the goal is to put - "This is how we are going to
the work students do in keep students motivated."

COURTESY INNOVATION CLUB
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The Style of Your Life.

Receive FREE. real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS. to 44636. For a Ost of
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Earn $20 in Dillard's Reward Certificates* when you purchase two or more pairs of shoes on
your Dillard's Card in the Dillard's Ladies' Shoes Department between September 18- 28, 2008.
Minimum spend of $100 required.

"Subject to credit approval. $100 of net ixirchases (mercharxfJSe less tax, adjustments and relums} must be made 1S1JJ yiu Dillard's Card between 9118/08 and 9f28I08 in the Dillard's Looies' Sooes
Department 1D qualify for S20 in Reward C,ertificjrtes, which will arrive inyour slatement wti1 1-2billing cycles. Must pm;hase two oc rrue pairs of~ ID qualify. One offer per accoont. Employees, officers,
and directors of Dillard's, Inc. are not eligible. See Rewanls Program terms in C3nhlkler ,6geement or awHcafioo for rme details.

USE YOUR DlllARD1S CHARGE. WE ALSO WB.COME VISA, MASTEJICARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S ewe & DISCOVER CARD.
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Like a rock

Keep cummt with headlines from arotmd the globe

far away as Alaska.
According to authorities,
one of the suspects is Tyree•
Jenkins, who has been charged
in connection with a double
homicide in Pasco County
two years ago.

Jury deliberating to decide fate
of two South Florida men
FORT LAUDERDALE A jury must decide whether
two South Florida men
charged with beating a homeless man to death with a baseball bat and viciously attacking two others actually
NG HAN GUAN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
AChinese man carrying boxed of formula registers to enter a processing plant in
intended to kill.
which milk formula products were found to have contained a banned substance.
The jury will begin deliber. ations Thursday morning in
reporters that·21 professors,
Israel foreign minister wins
the 2006 beating death of 45three assistants and four
dose race, looking at PM post
year-old Norris Gaynor.
JERUSALEM - Isra_el's university clerks are susThe rampage received
foreign minister eked out a pected of taking .bribes. He
national attention after survictory Thursday in a sur- says more than 60 others are
-veillance camera footage of
prisingly tight · race to still being investigated. ·
one of the nonfatal attacks was
Bajk did not identify the
replace Prime Minister
widely broadcast.
universities
or the profesEh\ld
Olmert
as
the
head
of
·
The images also helped
the governing party, putting sors. Corruption remains
lead detectives to 21-year-old
her in a strong position to widespread in Croatia and
Brian Hooks and 19-year-old
become the country's first is one of the key stumbling
Thomas Daugherty.
blocks to Croatia's accesDefense attorneys suggest ' female leader in 34 years.
Tzipi Livni, 50, said she sion to the European Union.
Hooks and Daugherty were
-would immediately tum to
just out to ''mess with" some
the task of trying to cobble Fourth Chinese baby dies
homeless people and urged
together
a new government: in tainted milk scandal
the jury to convict them of a
SHIJIAZHUANG, China
"The national responsilesser charge of third-degree
bility (bestowed) by the - More than·a 1,000 parents
felony murder.
public brings me to anxious over tainted milk
on
Thursday
approach this job with great powder
Miami city commissioner to join
awe," Livni said shortly after ruslied their infants .to hosrally for hurricane victims in Haiti
the results were announced. pitals for health checks as
· MIAMI - City of Miami
Livni, a political moder- the government announced
Commissioner
Michelle
ate, won 43.1 percent of the that a fourth baby had died
Spence-Jones will join players
vote in the Kadima Party in the spreading scandal.
from the Miami , Dolphins,
Meanwhile, regulators in
primary elections, comFlorida Marlins and Universipared with. 42 percent for Hong Kong ordered the
ty of Miami at a press rally to ·
Shaul Mofaz, a hawkish for- recall of milk products from ·
encourage residents to donate
mer military chief and a Chinese dairy after finding
food and water to hurricane
defense minister, in a con- the banned industrial chemvictims in Haiti
,
test with far-reaching impli- ical melamine in eight of 30
The rally is scheduled to
cations for peacemaking sample products tested
take place Thursday at Miami
Police in Hebei province
with
the Palestinians and
Fire Station 9 from noon to 2
s_a id they had arrested 12
Syria
.
p.m. The commissioner will
The official results were more! people Thursday,
provide details about the trip
much closer than the dou- bringing the total to 18.
to Haiti, dubbed Operation:
Shi ,
Guizqong,
. ble-digit · victory predicted Hope for Haiti
by exit polls Wednesqay spokesman for the provincial police, said six allegedly
night.
- ASS~IATED PRESS
Olmert, who is stepping sold melamine, while the
down to battle multiple cor- other 12 were milk suppliers
ruption allegations, will accused of . adding the
· remain as a caretaker leader chemical to milk.
The official Xinhua
until parliament apprqves a
new Cabinet. He will resign News Agency said the latest
after the next Cabinet meet- death was a baby in the far
ing
on
Sunday,
but western region of Xinjiang.
spokesman Mark Regev· However, an official at the
What's in the rtews atcolleges around the country
would,not say when ~xactly. No. 2 Agriculture and ProLivni said she would duction Corps. Hospital in
Tennessee State plans to present
launch informal coalition Yanqi, Xinjiang, said it·was
degrees to former students
talks on Friday, even though too early to say if the 8NASHVILLE, Tenn. President Shimon Peres month-old baby dieq of
Forty-seven years ago, 14 black
cannot officially ask her to complications caused by the
students from Tennessee State
try to put together a govern- tainted milk powder.
U_niversity were beaten and
ment until Olmert resigns. '· Shi said Hebei police and
arrested during the "Freedom
After she · is. ~.ssigned the government officials were
Rides". that helped integrate
task. she will have 42 days to starting a 10-day campaign
the South.
form a new ruling coalition. to focus on melamine conFor their courage, they were
If she succeeds, she will tamination.
expelled from school, and
· Suppliers to the dairy'
become Israel's first female
infoqned of that decision by
prime minister since Golda companies are believed to
letter while still incarcerated in
..Meir stepped down in 1974. have added the · banned
Mississippi
If she fails, the country will chemical, normally used in .
On Thursday, the historicalhold elections in early 2009, plastics, to watered-down
ly black university plans to
a year and a half ahead of milk to make it appear highmake amends by presenting
· schedule.
er in protein.
·
the former students with hon-.
Police also confiscated
Livni is Israel's lead
orary degrees, four of them
negotiator in peace talks 660 pounds of suspected
posthumously.
with the Palestinians and a chemicals, including 490
The Freedom Rides were
rare female power figure in pounds of melamine, he
bus trips designed to challenge
·
a nation dominated by said.
segregation in areas of the
An additional 87 people
macho military men ru;id a
deep South that were unwilling
religious
establishment were summoned for questo accept a Supreme Court rulwith strict views on the role tioning and 28 people have
ing that found the Seg{egation.
been detained, according to
ofwomen.
of interstate travel facilities Shijiazhuang Vice Mayor
such as bus station waiting ,
Zhang Meizhi.
Sri Lankan military saxs forces
areas, restrooms and restauOne suspect, surnamed
have sunk 10 boats, killed 25
rants - to be illegal
Su, told police that from
COLOM:{3O, Sri Lanka The Freedom Riders from
The Sri.Lankan military said February 2007 to July 2008
TSU, then Tennessee Agriculnaval forces have sunk 10 he bought 200 44-pound
tural and Industrial State UniTamil Tiger boats and killed sacks of melamine for $29
versity, were members of the
at least 25 rebel sailors in a each, and sold them all to
Nashville Student Group,
major sea battle off the milk suppliers, Shi told · a
which had successfully intenews conference.
·
country's northwest coast.
grated the city's lunch counters
The military says the batand movie theaters.
tle started .about 11 a.m. Yemeni official says 25 arrested
In 2005, a group ofthen--curThursday off the coast at in connection with attack
rent TSU students began
Nachchikuda and lasted for - SAN'A, Yemen - A senresearching the expelled stuior security official says at
four hours.
dents with the idea of awarding
Military
spokesman least 25 militants with susthem honorary degrees.
Udaya Nanayakkara says pected links to al-Qaida
That idea gained momennaval forces sank seven have been arrested fu contum during "Freedom Ride
small boats belonging to the nection with Wednesday's
2007," when buses loaded with
Tamil Tigers' naval wing deadly attack on the U.S.
students from Vanderbilt Uniand three medium-sized Embassy in the Yemeni capversity, TSU and Fisk Universiital.
boats.
ty, plus some of the original
The Yemeni official says
The battle comes amid a
Freedom Riders, traveled to
resurgent
government the 25 have been rounded
Alabama towns involved in the
offensive that has forced the up from various parts of
civil rights movement.
rebels to retreat from large , Yemen over the past 24
But the Tennessee Board of
areas that had been under · hours and are being quesRegents voted in March of this
. tioned by Yemeni and U.S.
their control.
year against awarding the
investigators.
degrees. Board members who
The official spoke ThursCroation police raiding
opposed the idea explained
professors suspected of bribery day on condition of
their decision by saying honanonymity because he is not
ZAGREB, . Croatia orary degrees were meant to
Croatian police are raiding authorized to speak to the
- recognize a lifetime of achieveseveral universities and media
ment, not a one-time action.
The attack Wednesday
questioning dozens of proThat vote was widely critifessors suspected of taking killed 16 people but failed to
cized and the board unanibribes to give students pass- breach the compound's
mously voted to reverse that
walls.
ing exam grades.
decision the following month.
, The chief Croatian prosecutor, Mladen Bajic, tells
-ASSOCIATED PR~
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Aliving statue was on display Wednesday in the Student Union as part of the Campus Activities Board's promotional drive.
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.Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
childr-en, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
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\Ron Paul grabs second highest donation amount
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collect name, address, employer and occupation
from donors giving more than $200 in total to the
campaign," said Massie Ritsch, communications
director of OpenSecrets.org, in an e-mail. "So the
responsibility to provide the information to the
Federal Election Commission rests with the
campaign, not the donor."
Ob~a received the most financial support
from UCF donors, at $6,956. Paul, a long-shot
candidate who proved popular on college campuses, came in second, at $2,639.
Lesia Crumpton-Young, an Industrial Engineering and Management Systems professor,
was the largest donor for Obama, with $2,000.
Edward Kian, an assistant professor in the College of Education, was the second largest donor
for Obama, with $800, and he also donated $250
to Kucinich. Kian declined to comment for this
article.
Andrew Gay, a graduate film student and
teaching assistant, said he understood why some
people are sensitive when it comes to talking
about their political contributions. Gay's $385
donation for Obama was a result of a matched
donation.
"I suppose it can be troublesome if a faculty •
member were said to be swaying politically one
way or another," Gay said "I don't really.think it's
an issue whether or not you're a faculty member,
student or whatever your job is; rm sort of in the
middle ground" '
Twp of the six UCF Republican donors are
undergraduate students: Joel Vmas, who did not
reply to an online message for an interview, and
Michael Walker. Both students donated to Paul's
campaign.
"I think small donors are ch.mging it (political
campaign finance) because you're so used to
seeing corporations have certain things that
they're going for," Walker said "And now you're
starting to see people not liking ... gas prices or
something locally ... and saying, 'How can I fix
this?' and throw in $10 a week or whatever they
can"
Walker donated $510.
"I cut back on cost of living, and I cut out
expenditures," Walker said. "I didn't travel as
much."
Walker also said he worked more hours and
put money aside to donate. He said he had
planned to "max out" his contributions during
the primaries but couldn't because gas prices
continued to rise during summer.
"Unlike the primary season, I have not found
the candidate that fits me yet, even after a good
amount of research in recent weeks," Walker
said in an online message. "This election season
I find it highly unlikely I will donate anymore
since I am already,finding it so hard to make my
initial decision on who to vote on."
Michelle Adams, an American history
instructor, also said she would not donate to
either of the major party presidential candidates;
She had given $207 to Clintbn. Adams said her
donation was counted through a purchase of
campaign package that included a hat, a T-shirt
and bumper stickers, through the official Clinton
· campaign Web site.
.
"My money went to her campaign," Adams
said, "and I will not be contributing to Obama's
campaign. It was the first time I ever donated to
a political campaign. That's how strong 1 felt
about her candidacy."
"The Democrats have finally outperformed
the Republicans," said Adams when asked about
why people are donating during an economic
slump. "And in recent years it's been the reverse,but this year it's been the Democrats because
we've had eight years of Republican leadership
that hasn't worked"
Like Adams, Gay is a first-time donor.
''I felt morally obligated to do everything that
I felt capable to do to make sure the country goes
in the right direction," Gay, 28, said "It's tough. I
don't have a lot of money and I know that I try to
make ends mee( But for me, this election is prob- .
ably the most important in my lifetime since rve
been able to vote."
Gay said he and his wife gave up some recreation activities, such as canceling their Blockbuster membership and limiting their dinner
dates, to put money aside for donations.
"There's no gain without sacrifice," Gay said
''Everyone has a little of spending money and
left over," said Kathryn Salemo, the only UCF
alumna identified through the campaign finance
database. "My contributions were small incre-

Occupation
F'- cult
ff

,
BREAKDOWN BY OCCUPATION .
FACULTY
Sixteen faculty members contributed.
STAFF
Atotal of six staff members donated.
STUDENTS
There were two students that contributed to the
presidential campaigns.

Pa..
,

.

TOP RECEPIENT __·
UCF students, faculty and staff donated $6,956
to Barack Obama, more than $4,000 more than
any other candidate. ·

BOTTOM RUNG
Dennis Kucinich and Rudy Giuliani both got
$250, the smallest amount donated to a
. politician.

ments, you know, $15, $10. Because I felt that
while I can't contribute as much as I would like,
I feel thaf it's important to contribute to a cause
that I felt that was good"
Salemo donated $750 to the Republican Party.
She said she made most of the donation while
she was still a finance major at UCE
"When you're donating to a party, you're not
just contributing to one person," Salemo said
"You're contributing to the entire cause of the
Republican Party and not just an individual It's
more of a macro thing than a micro."
Salemo, who interned for Gov. Charlie Crist's
2006 campaign, said she had ties to both Orlan-

do ap.d Fort Lauderdale, her hometown.
"In terms of the economy on a personal level,
I feel like the economy would come back," Salerno said "I felt that just because it's been in a little bit of slump - like I said, the contributions
were small - I can spare $10 toward something
worth seeing or hearing on the ballot."
Salemo said she will be donating to the official Republican candidates, Sen. John McCain
and Gov. Sarah Palin. "It is a way to show support
and a chance to take part of the political process,"
she said
Aubrey Jewett, the UCF political science
department's associate chairman who special-

a

izes in Florida politics, said, "Just like for any
other business in the United States right .now
with a tough economy; it's a little bit harder of a
sell to get people to donate money to the campaign than it might ordinarily be."
Florida residents rank fourth among states
donating to presidential candidates, according to
financial records. As of Aug. 20, Floridians had
donated more than $44 millioIL
Jewett, who co-authored Politics in Florida,
said ''we pointed out that Florida is a huge donor
state that candidates and parties rely very heavily on Florida to give money to fund their activities."
·
,
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Most staff members checked Speakers without regre
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'The safety of our students,
faculty, staff and visitors is our
top priority at UCF," a statement from News & Information said
Adam Ward, Florida's representative from Certified Background, contacted Christi Hartzler from UCFs Department of
Housing and Residence Life
last December. He said Hartzler
said UCF was not ready to
include background checks in
the
housing
application
process.
"Even if the search is as
minor as a nationwide sexual
offender search, it would save .
us from unsafe housing," Ward
said ''Some schools are reactive
· while some are proactive,"
Ward said
And UCF is not without a
screening procedure. According to News"& Information,
cases of students with criminal
histories are turned over to the
Office of Student Conduct for
investigation. Office of Student
Conduct then decides whether
to recommend students . for·
admission to the college.
If admitted, the office of
Housing and Residence Life
reviews the Office of Student
Conduct's recommendations
for those students who have
applied to live on campus.
If students are found out, to
have undisclosed their prior
violation of law, other than
minor traffic infractions, they
may not be admitted and may
face other disciplinary action,
the statement from News &
Ihformation said Punishments
could include expulsion.
Qµestion 23 B on the. UCF
Undergraduate Admissions
Application reads ':Have you
ever been charged with or convicted of a felony:' The student
checks yes or no. It then reads
''In th~ past 10 years and includ. ing any pending charges, have you been the · subject of any
criminal proceeding other than
a minor traffic violation?'
Stephanie Lashway, a 21year-old senior does not agree
,that · the current screening

CRIMINAL HISTORY
Florida Department of Corrections:The free database of the state's prison system
will show probation and prison history, induding charges and release dates, as well

as a mug shot. Go to: http://www.dc.state.fl.us/inmate info/inmateinfomenu.asp.
Or for inmate records call 850-4H-0894.
Florida Department of Law Enforcement An extensive database of Florida arrests
and convictions. Searches are $23 per subject. Go to:http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/
CriminalHistory/. Or call:850-410-8109.
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Sexual Predators list: Includes all registered ·
sex offenders. The database is free and searchable by name and neighborhood. Go to:
http://offender.fdle.state.fl.us/offender/Search.jsp
- WWW2.FDLE.STATEJLUS

process is sufficient.
is completed when they are
''Freshman year I would get accepted to work or study.
e-mails frequently about sexual
Joe Finley from Certified
predators in Nike," Lashway Background said the main relasaid "If this 'is a problem, they tionship between UCF and
should have required back- Certified Background is to give
ground checks sooner. Parents background checks to interns
send their children·to college who are going into a workplace.
with the assumption that they
Ward says that ifUCF wantwill be safe."
ed to begin using background
. The statement from News & checks, it would be a studentInformation did include that funded service. While filling
many positions on campus do out an application, the student
require background checks.
could opt for a background
According to the statement, check from their computer at
_
background checks are con- ·home.
ducted on all ·staff and student
Ward said .nationwide sexuemployees of Housing and Res- al offender searches cost $10.
idence Life, incuding residence
"Some schools want to prohall assitants, before they are tect themselves from liability,"
hired
.
Ward said He added that co-ed
UCF also conducts checks dorms can be potentially hazon all newly hired faculty, ardous. At UCF, although men .
jncluding adjuncts and most and women reside in the sanie ·
staff members. Those include facility, they are prohibited
Executive, Administrative and from sharing apartments.
Proffesional, or University Sup.Finley said the approach
port Personnel System, the Certified Background is talcing
statement added
is to have better programs for
.There are also some depart- safety on campus. Background
ments on .campus that have checks are another piece in the
additional background requir~ whole process toward a safer
ments for students, faculty and environment.
staff
He said the main concerns
For example, the College of in housing are residents with
Nursing requires two back- backgrounds of assault, theft
ground checks for all students, and drug cases. Ifthose are disvolunteers and employees. pne covered froni the background
check is conducted when stu- checks, then safety could be
dents or staff apply .a nd another achieved, FiI;tley said

NAME

ter.
A UCF student reached
the decision to permanently out to Scott and put him up
portray himself as male. in ·a hotel for two nights.
Scott recalled the strong feelAfter attending a support
ing that he was born in the group, Hovanec took Scott
wrong body and the wrong in, and they have been
role..
friends ever since.
"It's boy and it's girl,"
"She's my tranny mom,"
Scott said, "and somehow I Scott said
ended up girl And I was not
After their readings, the
cool with that."
panelists went on to describe
While the subject matter their lives as transgender
was serious, Scott still man- individuals in more detail.
aged to find humor in his They
discussed
and
plight and the constant pres- explained the proc~s of
, sure his mother put upon changing gender.
him to be just like other little
Hovanec described feelgirls. .
ing out of place since she was
"Little did you know young, sometimes praying
mommy," Scott said, "I kind for a change.
of liked the idea of sleeping.
"Please God," Hovanec
with a girl"
joked, "let me wake up to
· Scott spent time living on have a new bicycle. And be a
the streets of Miami before girl."
moving to Orlando in hopes
Baker lived as a lesbian for
of living in a shelter. He was five years before deciding to
rejected due to his life choice live as a man.
I
"It's such a struggle,"
since the facility was a
women's and children's shel- Baker said, "to come out and
FROM Al

HOW TO USE PUBLIC RECORDS
TO DO ABACKGROUND CHECK

be w ho you are, no matte
what your preference." ·
The panel then turned to
the audience for a question
and answer segment. Issues
ranged from name selection
to the new-foun.sl seJtual
experiences.
All
three
panelists
expressed their grief in l<?sing support from family
members and told of the
struggles they have overcome and are still facing as
they transition. Still, none of
theIQ. regret their decisions.
"I know who I am,"
Hovanec said, "what I am,
and I love mysel£"
. The GLBSU of UCF is a
student organization in the
gay,' lesbian, bisexual and
transge n sJ.er .. ( GLBT) community that w orks for GLBT
rights on campus. They also
push
for
state
and
nationwide changes through
campaigns such as their
work this year against
,Nnendment 2.

JA won MetLife award in '07
FROM

Al

'The number.one reason that UCF
.stands out in the 'country is the
University's leadership, starting
with.the UCF President Dr. John
Hitt and Provost Ter~y Hickey,'

UCF and JA begim a partnership to help students in the
Department of Education
e.a rn 15 service-learning cred- its by requiring each student '
in the department to teach a
JA unit at a local grade school
This partnership has ·
expanded throughout the
years to also require fresh-, ·
,
-;- GARY BLANCHITTE
men in the Burnett Honors
PRESIDENT OF JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT CENTRAL FLORIDA-ORLANDO
College to volunteer to teach
JA Students in the College of
Business Admjnistration and
the Nicholson -School of ,ability to provide students nity" and "Our City."
"I think it's a good way of
Communication also volun- with a 1 structured service
getting kids incorporated in
learning experience. teer to teach JA
"The number one reason the concept of their commuJA works with elementary
and middle schools through- that UCF stands out irr the nity: Being more aware -about
out Orange and Seminole country is the University's what' s going on ; al,"ound
counties, Kelly Astro said. leadership, starting .with the them," UCF molecular bioloAstro is the director of UCF President Dr. John Hitt gy student and multiple-time
research and dvic engage- and Provost Terry Hickey," JA volunteer Elyssa Calhoun,
ment .for the Bur;nett Honors said Blanchette. "They both said
"The program has 'made
College. ''We get a lot of posi- feel service learning is importive feedback from schools tant for the development of me realize how crucial it is to
through · assessments that the students who go to UCF." 'have more funding going into
state our students are positive
Beginning Tuesday, stu- ~ducation, because we witrole models whom connect dents from the Burnett Hon- ness the budget cuts going on
well with the students, they ors College :will be transport- w ith the gover.n ment," Calare meeting the c:urriculum ed to grade schools in the houn said.
needs of the school and they Orlando area on buses donatIn 2007 UCF's partnership
want UCF students to return ed by American Coach Lines with JA also won the MetLife
next year."
to teach JA units to their Foundation Entr epreneurial
Astro said JA at UCF is a as~igned grade level.
· Award for its College Shadow
model progrf1lll, and other
The JA program begins its Day. This event involves
institutions have asked her educational visits in kinder- inviting 500 seventh-graders
how UCF. achieves such suc- garten with a unit called to come to UCF, where.they
cess in the program, and ask "Ourselves," and progresses tour the campus, interact
how start similar programs. the lesson plans with each with different departments
She added that the reason for grade level, with units called and get introduced to future
such interest is the program's "Our Family," "Our C_o mmu: opportunities.
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TO HAVE ABEIR

HAPPY HOUR

CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING•
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

Melinda Caron, MBA '07
Senior AudrtDr
City of St Petersburg, Fl

IS ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The

TO HAVE ADRIil

•

CWB

-Uniyersity of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of ~usiness as

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" for the second straight
Schools of Business {AACSB), the highest level of accreditation a business
I

•
•

•

JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

year. The-college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

so you'll be among the best of ~e best. When you're '

ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Most Selective MBA. .
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs:

MBA • MS in Accounting

MS in Finance

MS in Marketing

INFO SESSIONS
Sept 27 and Nov. 8
10 am -12:30 pm
SykP,s College of B11sim,:..'.;
Room 134

RSVP: (813) 258 ; 40'-3
E-mail: utnracl@ut edu

SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

I 401 W Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL

33606-1490

Register online at
www.ut.edu/graduate
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Michael Greco will

•

face BC tomorrow.
RAYMA JENKINS/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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QB battle will determine outcome ·,

UCF to take on
Boston College

PADRICK BREWER

BRIAN MURPHY
• Sports Editor

.

The UCF Football team has had two
weeks to recover from the emotionally
devastating lbss to South Florida on
Sept. 6. Slates have been cleaned,
adjustments have been made, and head ·
coach George O'Leary said he was
pleased with the explanation given to
him regarding some questionable
penalties in the USF game. It's time for
the Knights to move their focus toward
another BCS-conference team.
The Boston College Eagles have a
freshman starting at tailback, a quarterback trying to get used tQ ,:he role of
full-time starter and a stout defense.
They also split their first two games.
Just think of it as UCF North. Here are
RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
some of the storylines heading into
Senior cornerback and punt returner Joe Burnett is
tomorrow's game.
probably the Knights' top offensive weapon right n~w.

Mr. Everything

•

UCF fans remember the thrilling
comeback the Knights made in• the
final 3 minutes of regulation during the
USF game, but they should also
remember that senior Joe Burnett was
basically the reason why UCF was still
in the game.
.
Burnett put the Knights on the
board with a 91-yard kickoff return in
the first quarter. He blocked a field goal
in the third. He racked up 71 yards on
punt returns, including 35 yard;, of
spins, jumps and dodges to set up
UCF's game-tying score in the fourth.
He even had time to record three tackles and breakup two passes on defense.
After th~ game, O'Leary was asked

its game against Rhode Island next
week to see an .i mprovement in its
offense.
The. UCF FoQtball team talces on
The Knights shut out South CaroliBoston College tomorrow in Chest- na State in their first game, but
nut Hill, Mass., in what is a matchup .allowed 31 points in their game
of two very similar teams.
against USF. The Knights have given
Both the Knights and the Eagles up an average of 315 yards of total
have-had two weeks to prepare for the offense per game.
game after they suffered close losses.
"They're good, especially at defenUCF lost to the
sive back," Crane said
South Florida Bulls in NEXT GAME
in a press release.
overtime, and Boston
"They have gameCollege lost to Georbrealcers. One of their
gia Tech on a . late
guys [cornerback Joe
touchdown i:un from
Burnett] is one of the
UCF
Boston College best return guys in the
running back J <;mathan
Dwyer.
nation. They are all
Tomorrow, 1 p.m. IAlumni Stadium
The Eagles lost
veterans and I believe
their starting quarter.
the starters are all senback and their running game from iors. They have a bunch of interceplast season. Their leading returning tions, tackles, and brealc ups.
rusher is senior quarterback Chris
"We have to be smart with the
Crane, who had nine total yards on football. We have to put the ball
the ground last season. Crane is also where we want to because if not, they
respo"nsible for filling the shoes of will talce the ball and return it the
Matt Ryan, who was drafted by the other way."
Atlanta Falcons.
UCF's offense is still struggling to
Through two games, Crane has find its rhythm after the departure of
been less than stellar. He has com- former quarterback Kyle Israel and
pleted 30 of his 54 passes with just running back Kevin Smith. The
one . touchdown and two intercep- Knights will have use of transfer wide
tions. Crane's performance has forced receiver Richard Jackson, w:ho could
the Eagles to run more often than last give them a more explosive option
season.
alongside Rocky Ross.
In 2007, Boston College ran the
But that could be difficult against
ball 48 percent of the time. This sea- the Eagles.
son, the team is running on nearly 62
The Boston College defense has
percent of its plays, using a combina- allowed just 24Z5 yards per game of
tion of Josh Haden and Jeff Smith for total offense through its first two
the majority of the carries.
games, and a key part of that are Brian
If the UCF defense has its way,
Boston College will have to wait until
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON AB
Editor-in-Chief

whether he should use Burnett more
on offense. Whatever the case, Burnett
is this team's game-:breaking player
right now, and it's probably a good idea
to.get the ball in his general vicinity.

Ground game grounded
The USF Bulls have a very strong.
front seven on their defense, but the
Knights had to be disappointed with
their run offense after that game.
Excluding
quarterback Michael
Greco's scrambles, the Knights rushed
for 30 yards on 20 carries. Simply put,
that's not going to get it done.
PLEASE SEE

YOUNG ON AB

vs.~

Ranked Knights face Kansas
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

Heading into tonight's match
against No. 21 Kansas, the UCF
Women's Soccer team will be
playing its first game as a ranked
team this season.
The latest women's soccer
rankings were released Tuesday, and the Knights are ranked
in the top 25 in two out of four
polls. Soccer America has UCF
as high as No. 18, and Soccer
Times has them at No. 20.
"Anytime you're ranked in
the top 20 in the country, you
have a sense of pride and you
want to live up to those expectations," head coach Amanda
Cromwell said. "We're going in
with confidence Friday against a
Kansas team that is also ranked.

It doesn't really change anything
as far as our focus or how we
approach the game, because
whether we're ranked or not, we
always go out to win.
"I think it just gives a little bit
more of that confidence because
we're nationally recognized and
people are talcing note of what
we're doing. They feel appreciated and they feel respected."
This is thehighest ranking in
Cromwell's 10 years at UCF, and
the program's highest since
1989, when· the Knights climbed
toNo.13.
The Knights will _look to
extend its six-game unbeaten
strealc as well as take on another
ranked opponent in the Jayhawks tonight.
The Knights are 3--1-0 against
ranked teams this season, with

their only loss coming against
No. 4 Florida State in the season
opener.
.
Cromwell doesn't think the
ranking will add any extra pressure to the players because they
already have pressure to win at
home. They haven't lost at home
in two years. UCF's last home
loss came in 2006 _versus
Memphis.
"That's the pressure we feel,"
Cromwell said. 'We want to
COLE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
defend our home field and win Sophomore Amanda Martorana scol2d her first goal of the season inLIANA
UCF's most recent game
games at home."
versus lllino~. Tonight, Martorana and her 18th-ranked Knights will face No. 21 Kansas.
Cromwell expects the team
to "take it in stride and practice you're talking tc;> recruits, when thing to be excited about.
the same." While No. 18 might you're talking about the pro"I think it's more about the
be the highest the team has been gram, and when you trying to school and the community.
ranked in recent history, she get fans out to come watch," Hopefully everyone will rally
said they won't be overwhelmed Cromwell said. 'We're beating arpund us and know we're a
by it.
Top 25 teams, and now we're
"I think it's more about when Tanked ourselves. and it's somePLEASE SEE DEFENSE ON A8

AB
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Knights with edge
FROM

A7

Toal and B.J. R.aji, who have
combined for 24 tackles.
But the Eagles recently
lost their best pass rusher in
Alex Albright, who is out for
the season with a neck injury.
That could give UCF an
advantage in the passing
game.
,.
"They have two guys
inside that are very good
football players, and their
linebackers are too," O'Leary
~aid 'We are going to have to
go into the game and take
what the defense gives us.
That has pretty much been
our philosophy on offense,
and what we have to do is get
bigger plays in the passing
game. We have guys running
free, and we need to hit them.
With both teams feeling
out new rushing options, the
game could come dow:Q. to
quarterback play, where UCF
could have the advantage.
"I always look at it from
the first game to the second

game, and I think that [quarterback Michael Greco] progressed," O'Leary said. "Is he
where you want him to be at?
No, but like every other quarterback you see you are going
to see some good plays and
you are also going to see
some mistakes.... We have to
protect him a little bit better
in some situations. Hopefully
each week it will be a steady
improvement."
When two similar teams
in college football face each
other, the game usually
comes down to the play of the
quarterbacks.
Greco has played better
than Crane this season, and if
Greco can continue to avoid
turnovers and improve on his
reads, then the Knights can
head into their first conference game on Sept. 27 with a
2-1 record under their belt.
Kickoff between the
Knights and Eagles is slated
for 1 p.m., tomorrow. The
game will be aired nationally
onESPNU.

Women's hoops releases slate
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

A trip to the Vrrgin Islands
and 13 home games highlight
the 2008 schedule for the
UCF Women's . Basketball
team this season as head
coach Joi Williams released
the schedule Tuesday.
The Knights will open the
season Nov. 16 on the road
against Colorado before playing two home games against
Florida A&M and Florida
Atlantic.
UCF will then travel to the
U.S. Virgin Islands from Nov.
27-29 for the U.S. Virgin
Islands Paradise Jam.
The Knights know this
schedule will be a test for
· them.
'We have put together a
tough non-conference schedule that should prepare us for
conference play beginning in
January," Williams said in a
press release. 'We are excited
to be playing teams from
.

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore forward Emma Cannon is the Knights' top returning scorer and rebounder.
She averaged 11.7 points and 8.7 rebounds last season. UCF's season starts Nov. 16.

eight different conferences
that play a variety of styles.
"Our home schedule;
including the UCF Tournament in December, should
provide our fans with exciting
.

basketball throughout the
season."
After the Virgin 'islands
trip, the Knights won't play
another home game until
Dec. 18, when they welcome

•
•

in-state rival Miami to the
UCF Arena The battle with
the Hurricanes will open a
three-game home stretch,
which will include contests
against Ole Miss and Wake
Forest in the UCF Tournament on Dec. 19-21.
UCF will then open its
Conference USA schedule
Jan. 3 when it welcomes
Southern Miss to Orlando.
The Knights .f inish their
conference and regular season schedule at home against
Memphis and UAB on Feb. 26
and 28, respectively.
UCF freshmen played a
nation-leading 91 percent of
the team's minutes last season, and UCF will return
eight of those players.
UCF welcomes back
Emma Cannon, who registered 11.7 points and 8.7
rebounds per game last season. The Knights will be .
building off a year in which
they won 10 games, their ·
most in the past three years.

•

•

.

Defense key for UCP Young running game stuck in,nelltral
'
FROM A7
in the season's prior ll7 minbackline has been very good.
utes of game action.·
"One on one, they've
His running ability. is
O'Leary said Tuesday that
stopped a lot of dynamic for- '
team to support."
NO
FLY
ZONE
undoubted,
but the coaching
redshirt freshman Ronnie
UCF faces a Jayhawks wards that -we've played
staff is now seeing improveThe Eagles'defense has allowed 106
Weaver,
who
ran
for
28
yards
team that started the season against."
'
ments in the other areas of
and 142 passing yards respectively in
on 17 carries against USF, has
In practice .this week, the
with six consecutive wins, but
his game,
its
first
two
games
this
season.
• been running the best-and wili·
are fresh off a loss to Loyola- coaches said they have been
"The big thing is.that I did
remain
the
starter.
He
also
working the team on midfield
Chicago.
see
him make a lot of
MAKING
SOME
RETURNS
said, 1).owever, that all four of
UCF will have to limit defense, which has not been ·
progress as far as his vision,"
After agreat special teams game
UCF's
freshman
backs
will
see·
Kansas' chances while capi- up to par, but hasn't hurt the
O'Leary said, "and his confiagainst South Florida, UCF's Joe Burnett
playing time again.
talizing on its own. Ball pos- teamyet. ·
dence in delivering the ball"
ranks
ninth
in
the
nation
with
his
22· Eagles' true freshman Josh
"If our midfield steps up to.
session will play a big key in
1
yards;per-punt
average.
Haden
has
received
the
lion's
the game. When the Knights . the plate and they win the batGetting defensive
share of the carries, but junior
have played well, they have tie between our mids and
Greco's improvement bet~
0-NO
Smith
has
also
had
plenty
Jeff
their mids, I think we win this
kept the ball under control.
ter
be drasti~ if he plans to
The Knights are-very close fromheing
ofplayingtimeatthetailback
"Our best defense is our game," Cromwell said.
put
up solid numbers against
2-0
even
though
they
rank
109th
out
po~ition. They gained nearly
The match between the
possession because we are a
the Eagles. Boston College
of
the
FBS'
118
teams
in
total
offense.
150
combined
rushing
yards
in
very good team at holding the No.18 Knights and the No. 21
ranks in the country's top 25
BC's 21-0 season-opening win
ball," Cromwell said. "If we Jayhawks is scheduled to
in seven defensive cateversus
Kent.
St.
But
against
have it, they don't, so we don't begin tonight at 7 at the UCF
Atlantic Coast Conference foe answered: Did those final 3 gories, including second in
have to defend as much. Our Soccer Complex.
Georgia Tech, they rusped for minutes of regulation against pass defense. Led by lineSouth Florida change .quarter- · backers Brian Toal and Mark
just 60 yards on 18 carries.
Herzlich, the-Eagles' defense
back Michael Greco for the
has allowed just 9.5 points
better?
Turned a comer?
· ·
Tomorrow, everyone who
In that time, Greco threw pergame.
On
the
opposite
side,
the
cares about UCF Football will two touchdown passes. He
get a critical question had thrown zero touchdowns Knights did a nice job .of containing USF ·q mtrierback
¥-ittt Grothe thrqu&!1, 'one
lialf ):>efore getting beat by a
few crucial deep passes late
in the game. Grothe 'e nded
the game with 400 total
.yards, but the Knights were
able to present decent presFROM

A7

NEWS TO NOTE

sure, which led to three sacks
and two interceptions.

Final words
These 2008 Eagles are
similar to another ACC
squad, North Carolina State.
Last season, UCF went on
the road to face the Wolfpack, ·who sported a very
green qu~erback and a
str<;mg defense. The Knights
raced out to a 25-3 halftime
lead before clinging on for
the 25-23 victory.
Obviously, the Knights
hope hist:pry repeats itsel£
Victories like that one give
teams like UCF the national
recognition that many Conference USA squads don't
have right now.
"The key is not to play
[non-conference games]; the
key is to win," O'Leary said
prior to the season. ·~d
that's where you gain your
respect from. I think we're at
that point in the program
where that's what we need to
be doing.'' ·
But to repe;;tt history, the
Knights will have to change
it. Dating back to 2003, the
Eagles are 14-0 in non-conference home games.
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TODAY

The Dark
Romantics at.

BackBooth
7:30p.m.
with The Country
Slashers and Dignan,
$5

.

-

lac
Brown Band,
.

TheSoaal ·

9p.m.
with Matt "'ires, $12
SATURDAY

Gibson Orlando
Guitarlown
Kick-off, City Hall
3p.m. ·

·

with Big 10-4,John
Frank, Gerry Williams
Band, Christian Wilson
&the Wayward Sons
and Thomas Wynn &
The Believers,
free

DNSReunion
Show at

BackBooth
7:30p.m.
with Gorrillafight,
Dead Mens Dreams
and Devolve, $7

Black Kids, The·
Sodal
9p.m.
with The Virgin$ and
Magic Wands, $17

·Give a_'yo, ho' and an 'ar' for talk like a pirate day ·

SUNDAY

Rookie of The Year,
The Social
6p.~.
Wrth lnPassing,Junior
Doctor and Dang We're
on Fire,$10

In Violent Times at

BackBooth

•

7p.m.
with Oh Romeo, Contest of Anns, Where
We Stand and Modem
Day Arcade, $6.

•

•

CHRISTINE HARPER
Contributing Writer

Avast, me hearties! Today
be the day when 01' Chumbucket and Cap'n Slappy
order ye to abandon yer landlubbin' ways and engage in
some pirate talk. So unless ye
want to find yerself at the captain's mercy or at the end of a
plank; get yerself a glass of
grog, strap on yer ol' peg leg
and welcome aboard Intema:tional Talk Like a Pirate Day
2008!Arrr!
According to the International Talk like a Pirate Day
Web site, the celebration originated 13 years ago after
"Pirate Guys" John "01'
Chumbucket'' .Baur and Mark
"Cap'n Slappy" Summers

were playing racquetball and
for no app~ent reason at all,
suddenly started insulting
each other in pirate slang. The
two friends then ,,.
decided, again for
no apparent reason at all, that an
entire
day
should
be
dedicated to
speaking in
pirate jargon,
and
chose
Sept.19 for Summers'
ex-wife's birthday.
''International
Talk Like a Pirate Day
is the only holiday on
the calendar that encourages
people to babble like buccaneers for the sHeer, anarchic
fun of it," the official Pirate

Day press release said.
But the popularity of the
pirate-themed holiday didn't
really catch on until former
Miami Herald columnist and
funny

man Dave Barry whole-heartedly endorsed the holiday in
his column ''.Arrrrr! Talk like a
pirate - o.r prepare to be
boarded"

" ... As you can see, talking · great thing for real pirates to
like a pirate will infuse your unite! Not only that, but ninjas
everyday conversations with seldom come out on ITLAPD,
romance and danger,''- Barry an.d I hate [ninjas]. For that
wrote in his September 2002 reason alone, I think it is my
column. "So join the move- favorite holiday!"
ment!"
Unlike Captain Dan and
Sinc·e Barry's column, his Scurvy Crew, however,
International Talk Like a most UCF students are
Pirate Day has become an unsure of how to go about pilintemational sensation, and laging, plundering and pirate
people all around the world talking on Pirate Day.
are joining in on the fun,
Captain Dan recommends
particularly those who sticking to the basics of pirate
already talk like a pirate talk - yar, avast, shiver me
every day of the year, timbers and walk the plank like local pirate rap band all in bad grammar of course.
Captain Dan and the
Katherine Breunig, a senScurvy Crew.
ior business major, has
''Yarrr, Pirate Day be one of already planned her attack for
me favorite days of the year,'' Pirate Day. Breunig said she's
Captain Dan wrote in an email interview. "I think it be a
Pl.EASE SEE PIRATE ON A10
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MOVIETIMES

Legendary punks perform for loyal fans
BECKY JACKSON
Contributing Writer

Courtesy Paramount Pictures

GHOST TOWN {PG-13)
Bertram Pincus{Ricky Gervais) is aman
whose people skills leave much to be desired.
When Pincus dies unexpectedly, but is
mirarulously revived after seven minutes, he
wakes up to discover that he now has the
annoying abilityto see ghosts. Even worse,
they all want something from him;
particula~y Frank He~ihy (Greg Kinnear).
Directed by: David Koepp
Starring: Ricky Gervais, Greg Kinnear, Kristen

Wiig, Tea Leoni, Billy Campbell

(PG-13) 12:05 2:30 5:05 7:4010-101:05am

Igor

.
(PG) 11~m 2:25 5:00 7'J.O 10:1512:JSam

Lakeview Terrace
(PG-13) 11:55am 1:15 2:35 4:20 5:15 7:258:0010:00
10;40 12:45am

My Best Friend's Girl
(R) 12:001:25 2:45 4:45 5:20 7:308:1010:0510:50
12:40am

Bum After Rea!Jjng
(R) 12:10 1:10 2:40 3:50 5:10 7:00 7:55 9-55 10:30
12:25am
'

Righteous Kill
(R) 12:151:202:504:40 5:25 7:158:1510:1011:00
12:45am

Tyler Peny'sThe Family That Preys
(PG-13) 12:00 1:00 2:55 4:00 7:05 8:059:5010:55
12:50am

lheWomen
(PG-13) 1:304:307:109:4512:JOam

Bangkok Dangerous
(R) 3:0510:351:00am

Babylon A.O.
(PG-13) 7:10 9:40

DisasterMovie
(PG-13) 12:25 7:50

Traitor
(PG-13) 12:30 3:406:459:3012:15am

Death Race
(R)1:05 4:25 7:4510:45

The House Bunny
(PG-13) 12:50 4:10 6:50 ~:2511:50

A packed house full of
punk fans gave an explosive
welcome to veteran punk
· rockers The Queers as they
took the stage at The Social.
Punk fans from different
walks of life danced, drank
and sang together inside of
one of Orlando's ~ost popular concert venues.
The show began around
10 p.m. with Orlando's very
own comical punk rockers
Tooth and the Enamels.
Despite a few sound problems in the beginning, this
zombie-movie influenced
foursome got the crowd's
feet moving with songs such
as "Evil Dead," and ''.Army of
Darkness." After ranting
· about "guys with girl hair"
and UCF sorority girls, it
was time for the Hi-Life to
take the stage.
Another product of the
Orlando punk scene, the HiLife is sometimes referred
to as "Opera with guitars" according to their
MySpace page. They
played a quick, but solid
pop-punk set to an enthusiastic crowd. After their set,
the final openers, The Independents, took the stage
South Carolina natives
The Independents have
been . around since
the early 1990s
·and are currently
on tour with The
Q_µeers.
They played a set
mixed with punk and
ska while fans danced
and sang. They put on a
show full of energy and
surprises such as blood
pouring out of guitarist

Willy B's mouth towards the lyrics are silly and always
end of their set. After a quick about girls." Barton has been
clean up, it was time for the a fan of The Queers for 12
headliners ~o take the stage. years and has seen them live
The Queers are a punk five times. He said their
· rock trio hailing from music is a nice break from
Portsmouth, N.H. After the serious, political punk
forming in 1982, the band rock.
went through more than 24
Fans anxiously waited all
band member.
night to see the legendary
Today,
The
Queers punk rock band. They have
include founder as well as played shows with. other
guitarist and vocalist Joe ico.nic bands like the The
King, aka Joe Q_µeer, bassist Ramones. Fellow veteran
Dangerous Dave, and Lurch fan and UCF student, Brielle
on drums. The band began Armellini, had seen The
as a joke to make people in Queers three times before.
their hometown mad, but "They have an awesome live
the musicians soon found a show. They're getting older,
love for playing music.
but they blow younger
They recorded albums on bands away," said Armellini
Lookout! Records before
The Queers took the
signing to their current stage around 12:30 a.m. The
label, Asian Man Records, in . crowd immediately went
2006.
_wild. They opened
"It's-great melodic punk with
the
rock," said veteran fan
sh.ort,
Paul
Barton.
"The

Ry Me to the Moon 3-0
(G) Digital JD 5howtimes
12:45 4:35

TrojlicThunder
(R) 12:35 4:15 7:3510:25 11:55am

Pineapple Express
(R) 6:409:2012:05am

Poetry master also sings
FROM

The Darl< Knight

A9

·'

(PG-13) 12~0 3:45 6:5510:10

- Ustingsforfriday,Sept 19

ONLINE COVERAGE!i;
Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
Large Hadron Collider may destroy
the Earth or prove the project is a
waste mo,ney better spent elsewhere.

Horse by Rachel Wilson
Horse the Banp performed at
BackBooth, Sept. 11, inspired by '8Os
japanese video games soundtracks.

Poverty Branch by Robert
Poverty Branch performs son,gs from
the debut album Putting the Horse
Down at the Grand Plaza Theatre.

Lisa Loeb by Ashley
~isa Loeb on stage with her acoustic
guitar and her wing -framed glasses,
performs for fans at The Social.

For more on these stories

..

go to www.CentrolFloridaFuture.com

HIGH FIVES
For the week ending Sept. 18

encore, Berman leaned
against the curtained back
wall and lectured the line,
"Punk rock died when the
first kid said, 'Punk's not
dead.'"
Berman, who has a mas-ter's degree in poetry, said
that when he was younger
he wanted to be a teacher.
Often, teaching is the
only way writers can afford
to practice their art, he said.
Now Berman believes
that the existence of art outside of the classroom is a
cause worth advocating.
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
David Vassalotti, a 21- The Silver Jews performed at The Social with Israeli band Monotonix on Sept. 15. The
year-old literature student Silver Jews frontman, David Berman, has amaster's degree in poetry used in his lyrics.
at the University of South
Florida, abandone_d campus Berman's, "cynical lyricism American culture.
"It's always good to have
for Monday's show.
and hilarious self-loathing.''
· With arr autographed
Touring, which Berman non-academic ·literature in
copy of Berman's book of . avoided entirely before your life," Berman said. "I'm
poetry, Actual Air, tucked 2006, has become a method the one trying to do that.
under his arm, Vassalotti for him to support his belief Not everyone can be the
said Silver Jews' big draw is by injecting creativity into niilkman poet."

Pirate lesson from expert pirates
FROM

TELEVISION
1. SundayNight Football (Pittsburgh at
Cleveland), NBC.
2. Sunday Night NFL Pre-Kick, NBC.
3. 60 Minutes, CBS.
4. Saturday Night Football (Ohio State at
USC), ABC.
5. America's Got Talent (Wednesday), NBC.
FILM
1. Bum After Reading, Focus.
2. Tyler Perry's the Family That Preys,
Lionsgate.
3. Righteous Kill Overture Films. ,
4. The Women, Picturehouse.
5. Tropic Thunder, Paramount
HOT FIVE

1. "So What;' Pink. LaFace/Zomba.
2. ''Whatever You Like;'T.1. Grand
Hustle/Atlantic.
3. "Disturbia,"Rihanna. SRP/Def Jam/lDJMG.
4. "Paper Planes;' M.I.A. Xl/lnterscope.
5. "Swagga Like us;'Jay-Z&T.I. feat Kanye
West & Lil Wayne. Grand Hustle/Atlantic.
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celebratixig the · holiday
because she has always
admired the pirate way of
life, particularly the sailing,
drinking and searching for
gold.
"[Today] I'm going to
drink lots and lots of Captain
Morgan," Breunig said. ''.And
I'm going ·to tell everyone to
call me Captain Kitty Kat,
too. Arrr!"
In case you really want to
jump on board for the holiday, Cap'n Slappy and 01'
Cl;tumbucket have already

made a lot easier for you. that.''
There's a convenient list of
In case you are still lost at
pirate words and phrases on sea on how to talk like a
their Web site, along with a pirate, allow me to demontwo-minute
YouTube strate for you.
Let's say you forgot to
instructional video on how
to talk like a pirate, and best · turn in your English paper
of all, a list of the Top 10 best that was due today. Well,
instead of your professor
pirate pickup lines.
By visiting their Web site saying this to you: "Listen
you'll also learn all kinds of young lady. Turn in your
important things like that paper right away or I'll have
you should never · say to fail you," your professor
·~rgh!" instead of '½..rrr" will instead say: "Avast, me
because "'Arrrgh!' is the buxom beauty! Turn in yar
sound one makes when one scroll smartly me lass, or it'll
sits on a belayin' pin and no be down to the Davy Jones
pirate would intentionally do locker with ye!"

fast-paced tune "This Place
.Sucks.''
. The insanity began as fans
on the floor moshed and
~anced. Despite all of the
pushing and shoving, fans
were quick to help a fellow fan
up if he or she fell down.
The trio played an energetic
set filled with great harmonies
and hilarious songs about
punk rock girls, a girl that
doesn't have teeth, and a guy
named Ben Weasel. The crowd
was so energetic that some
even jumped on stage only to
dive· right off, clearly ignoring

The Social's "No Stage Diyit}g"
policy. They finished their set
off with guest singer Evil Presly from The Independents and
a three-song encore.
What could have been a
typical Friday night out, turned
into a memorable experience
for Luis Perez. He drove all the
way from Miami to see them
play. To sum up his thoughts
on the show, he chose one
word, "awesome."
For more information on
The Queers, check out their
MySpace
- page
www.myspace.com/thequeers.

•

Doing somethirtg
funny on the SPQt
SlEPHANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

On Monday nights at 9 p.m.,
Absent Mindec:i. Improv, a
group of hilarious performers,
can be seen for $2 at Taste
Restaurant in College Park.
"From 90 minutes to two
hours we make people laugh
and forget their problems,"
Mike Besaw, one of the performers, said.
The performers, or players
as they . call themselves,
include Besaw, Brad Von
Edwins, · Ron Weaver, Fran
Pimental, Ray Eddy, Drew and
Marcus Adams as the
announcer.
The group originated
because four of the players
took classes at SAK comedy
lab. in Orlando. Adams · said
after graduation they all made
it into Tuesday night performing groups, but they were
given the opportunity to perform mµy one show a·month.
Absinthe Minded lmprov
was the original name of their
group, Adams said. Titls name
originated because they performed at Absinthe Bistro &
Bar ·o f downtown Orlando.
Adams said they performed
there for six months until it
closed down.
There are four playt!rs left
from the original group, and 15
members in total Adams said.
Any given Monday there is-a
array of six pJayers.
"I'm a drummer by trade
and I work at theme parks,"
Adams said. · "I wanted to
improve myself in other areas
ot performance."
Besaw said he began · by
interning at 104.1 Real Radio,
and fell in love with the prank
calls and gags. Besaw said after
he left he searched for another
creative outlook.
"I ;tlso work a (9 a.m. to 5
p.m.] job at Bright House,"
Besaw said.
Taste is located in a remote
area with shining white lights
surrounding the awning outside the building. The macaroni and cheese-colored walls
inside are filled with abstract
paintings lit from behind.
Behind the bar, hundreds of
wine glasses hang upside
down,
Stephen Rock, a server at
Taste, said he enjoys the performance because it is really
spontaneous. He said Mondays are one of the busier
nights at Taste, and there are a
lot of regulars.
"It's not necessarily clean,
but it's tasteful comedy," Rock
said.
Ryan Showman, a UCF
alumnus who performs in a
sketch comedy group, said, ''I
am here to represent the
Orlando comedy scene."
The purple, pink and green
polka dotted curtain blocking
off the back room was raised
right before the show began,
and all of the seats filled up.

ABSENT MINDED IMPROV
DAY:
Mondays
TIME:

9p.m.
PLACE:

Taste Restaurant, 717 W
Smith Street,Orlando
COVER:
$2

•

The audience ordered cocktails and appetizers. The stage
had a lit star hanging from
above, and a scoreboard
turned to zero on the right
side. There were six empty
chairs on stage and a keyboard
located in front of the stage.
"How's everyone doing this
Monday evening?" Adams
said. "Take a hand and pat
yourself on the back for coming out on a Monday night."
Adams, wearing blue jeans
and a navy blue T-shirt, told
the audience to yell out inspi. rations so the players can
m,ake them: laugh. He
explained that ,when asked a
question such as '.'What is your
favorite pizza topping that isn't
pepperoni?" to yell the answer.,.
The six players then
onto the stage, all dres"Sed-.ip
blue jeans, upbeat and enthusiastic. The first game played
involved two players using one ·
word at a time to tell· a story. ·
When the audience did not
· want' to hear anymore of the
story, they had to yell "Die.''
The players split into teams
of three and competed against
each other in different improv
games. Three audience members volunteered as judges,
and by giving either one or two
thumbs up, they chose the
winners. The name of the two
different teams were "Grab A
Hold of Them" versus "Brown
. Things."
A various array of games
were played. "Shoulda Said,"
was a game in which the players t9ld a story, and when a bell
was rung the story had to
change. "Lines From a Book''
included a player randomly
stopping in a book and reading
lines. In "Song Cues" Adams
could yell freeze at any point
and the pianist would play a
song that the players sang
along to.
"Kick It" was a riot, when
Adams yells "Kick It" the players have to stop their story and ·
rap.
At the end of the show,
"Brown Things" won the competition by one point.
"I'ni your host Marcus, and
you're the audience, give it up
for yourselves," Adams said.
To read more about Absent
Min9ed Improv go to absentmindedimprov.com or make a
trip to Taste on a Monday
night.
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1. "Death Magnetic;' Metallica. Warner Bros.
2. "The Recession;Young Jeezy. CTE/Def
Jam/lDJMG.
3. "Rock n Roll Jesus;' Kid Rock.Top
Dog/Atlantic/AG. (Platinum)
4. "Do You Know," Jessica Simpson.
Epic/Columbia (Nashville)/SBN.
5. "All Hope is Gone,"Slipknot Roadrunner.
(

CONCERT TOURS
1. Kenny Chesney.
2. Coldplay.
l Neil Diamond,
4. The Police.
,
5. Dave Matthews Band.
- ASSOCIATED PRfSt
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IThe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968 I
HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825.High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, ph~ne, fax,
inperson: ·
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

VISA, MC, AMEx, Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

.

CLASSIFICATIONS
C
C
C
B
B
B

A
A

B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 ForSale:Pets
400 Services
500
600
700
BOO
900

Announ<ements
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

100
All students - Part/Full time work
$8/hour plus bonuses
Work will be done on l9cal golf courses
Must be friendly and outgoing
Call Chris for details: 330-962-9873

Distribution Drivers Wantedl
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning routes 10:30am - 12:30pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay + mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com

Find high traffic locations to place free
ATMs. Earn $200 per successful
placement.
Email info@atmorlando.com for details.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

line Cook Wanted. 15 minutes from·
UCF Campus on SR434 &
Tuskawilla Rd. Apply on line @

www.-

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

•

beefobradys.com & submit
application to Winter Springs Beef's
32708 zipcode.
OVIEDO Need in-home afterschool
childcare and hmwk assistance.Student pursuing degree in early
childhood edu. preferred.T,W&TH 4:306:30pm. $60/week.Call 305-815-5099.

,

Issues you care about:
Energy future, health care,
tuition costs, Iraq war

ADMINISTR{ITIVE
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423
or email gcraddock@laniercpas.com

Work with great people
Earn $9/hour

•

OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), Fl.
Great opportunity including gu,ara!7teed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
·
objectives.
Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
. management experience·.
Prove11 ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with .metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and e~iting skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

•

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
·
$875/mo 407-416-8369

www.workforstudents.com

Oviede Alafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living,' dining, family, fireplace, pool,
300dsq. ft. $1780/mo-Neg. 1st Month
FREE Cali 941-737-9522

877-894-2228

• .4/3/2 Townhouse in Avalon Park .
$1400/mo incl. cable, access to pool,
tennis and basektball court.
Available ASAP 407-557-2382

Vintage
Instruments,
$20K Paid.

•

First month FREE!!!
Master bedroom w/ bathroom for
rent $500/month, In a 2/2 hou!;e.
Nice neighborhood w/ pool.
5 minutes from UCF.
Please call 786-303-1909
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2,5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D:Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388 or
407-31 0-6583

I pay cash for gui,tars,
basses, amps, mandolins,
banjos, parts, cases. Up to
$20K depending on the item.
Gibson, Fender, Martiri,
Rickenbacker, National etc.
Email: s-source@pacbell.net

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available ASAP, $550/roommate + i/2
util. Call (407) 247-6423

..
Call Us Today: 877-894-2228
Ads by Google
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• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orla0do, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
. MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
• THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM! ,
F<Jr mow mfomw rfo,'l fon!Ut1 Cue Srolt Ill GlflStouho((1t1m {001m7
~rt7 RO.< J,f7( .,,,., , 71),.. ,.,,,,,...~i,,.,.

,., ,,....,

Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt
available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contac;t CJ (727)457-9110
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6
Furnished l BR/1 BA for Rent in Oviedo
near Pine Ave and SR 426. Spacious
apt with cathedral ceilings, covered
carport. Upstairs loft perfect for
computer room. W/0 included.
Contact Kellyn 407-716-8649

1
2
6

4

FURNISHED Waterford lakes ROOM
in home available. All UTILITIES incl. $475 Clean and neat people email
cbfw@psualum.com or
call 407.?38.3394

1 Roommate .Needed for 2 bdrm,
private bath house:$300/mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully furnished. W/ ,private deck &
comrn. pool. Call Jodie 407-731-3766

Room for Rent
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com
Roommates wanted, 3Br/2bth house
close to UCF! 2 rooms avail, shared
bath. $450/mo plus share utilities.
Clean and quiet a must! 772-532-92~7

-- --

9

7
$450/mo utilities/net included
3/1 house ten minutes from UCF
9549371223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com
available now
Female roommate wanted ASAP to
share a beautiful house in Waterford
lakes with 2 other girls. No smoking,
must clean up after yourself. $500 a
month plus utiliti!!S. Call 305-206-3831

$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 10
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711@yahoo.com

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

$}3

3

Large room for rent.
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x l 07.

•

Rate(

~

Rate

100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tme
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 BusinessOpportunities
200 Foe.Rent Homes
22S For Rent Apartments
250 Rooovnates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

RATES

Northgate Lakes .3/2 re-lease . $540 &
util. W/D & private bathroom. 2 quiet
female roommates. Move in ASAP.
Contact Stephanie at 954-665-7332

2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCF!
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, Will, Central
Heat and Air, large Fenced in back
yard, No HOA fees. Call (727)5441088 for more info.

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
. with no repeats.
Friday puzzle:
Hard level
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

21

1

Solution, tips and computer program at www.s·udoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Part of NYSE
Rock overhang
Mr. Shmoe
Parox~sm
HI there!
Extremity
Inert gaseous
element
1B Edmonton pro
19 Inc., abroad
20 Vote of support
21 Takes a siesta
23 Put to work
25 Picks up vibes
27 Country on the
Adriatic
28 Permits
31 Put on hold
34 By mouth
37 Wipe out
39 Wine vintage
40 Editor·s mark
41 Come afterward
42 Dip chip
43 Adult elvers
44 Latin father
45· Calligrapher's
supply
46 Pinch pennies
48 Boredom
50 Measure
· precisely
52 Get-up-_and-go
56 Poem section
58 Loughlin of "Full
House"
60 Time to
remember
61 Kook
62 "Velcro Fly"
group
64 Muscle
66 Blood type syst.
67 Military vacation
68 Bounding main
69 Apiece
70 City on the Ruhr.
71 Colorful
salamanders,

12

1
6
11
14
15
16
17

DOWN
1 Sticks around
2 Crowd maker?
3 Bach's
instrument
4 Talk sweetly
5 Rover's
stopover

13

11

Ii/I

® 2008 Tribune Media Services,. Inc_.
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All ri9hts f'9SerY8CL

Rib cut
Hawaiian
souvenirs
Ailing
9 Naval force
1o Data structure
11 Colorful, sugarcoated candy
12 Not fooled by
13 Bit of a whirl
22 Dead to the
world
24 Recess, tor
example
26 Traveling rep
27 Put out
29 E!aborately ·
'
decorated
30 Squander
32 Dearth
33 Greek Cupid
34 Dedicated
· poems
35 Cause a stench
36 Swamp thing
' 38 More macabre
47 Conundrum
-19 One voice
6
7
8
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CROSSIBOOSISTA R
AO R T A
L A R K
L O D E
6 L A I A
E T N A
O A E s
SELECTSIATTEMP T
Y S
TE ASE T s
SKI
ERA
MENT.STALL s
D O U P • •'°G'A° S • • N E A L

1

OHM
DOA•SEW
MAESTRO
EARS···
Y E L T S I N
S K I T T L E
T A U EIFAA"i'IFRAIL
H I D E
T O R E
F A K E S
s E E A SEEP SWEDE

Last issue solved
51 Stares
transfixed
53 Freshen up
54 Large in
number
55 Sleepy signals
56 Crack

57 London
underground
58 Tennis zero
59· Begin-the
bidding
63 Prof's aides
65 Cold cubes

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

r:,,:, FOR SALE:
~ General

[DE SERVICES
~

Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plus security
deposit. No Smoking or drinkihg.Female preferred. ·Call 407-733-2125

Female wanted for 2/1. $450/mo Util.
included. Furnished room, nice quite
female roommate. Contact Brittany
954-294-5831.

~
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
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A WHALE OF A SALE - 263 King
St. Oviedo-1st Meth.Church-Oct.3&4 8-4pm; 1000s of items:
'kitchen, furn, clothes, linens,
books, collectibles, antiques,
tools, electr.

EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER
Tutoring for all levels. Reas. rates . •
Adults & children. Home teaching and
translations. 5 mi. from UCF. Call,
leave msg, 407-482-2343.

Pregnant? Confused? We can help!
We can provide flnanclal
assistance. Lie adoption agency ,license number: Al•0B0B-5268-02.
Call us 24fl at (305)763-2249
Surf the Web Secretly Access
restricted websites like Myspace,
Facebook and others from work,
home, libraries etc. Removes ALL
traces of your activity fr~m the
computer. No one can see what
web sites you are visiting www.surfthewebsecretly.com FREE
DOWNLOAD
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From:44636
.
You h~ve successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.

UCFKNIGHTS
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Text stop to end at
any time.
.,
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How Do IText UCFKNIGHTS to 44636?
)

j

(entral ,ioriba Juture
:.>

•

Receive FREE, real-time _scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
,Flo_
r ida futur~.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!
·, ·
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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